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From: RShearman <pcchairman@suttonontheforestvillage.org.uk> 

Subject: Moor End drainage channel 
Date: 8 October 2018 at 18:47:51 BST 

To: Willie Anderson <wsa368@btinternet.com>, Bridget Perks 
<perks@suttonontheforestvillage.org>, paddy Crossley 
<laurie.crossley@btinternet.com>, A England <alan.england@virgin.net>, Don 
Rankin <rankin@suttonontheforestvillage.org.uk> 
 

Dear Colleagues, 

 

Christine Withyman alerted me to a possible problem regarding the drainage channel that we 

recently had dug from the sluice gate to the large pond. Apparently two separate groups of 

people with children were walking along the footpath on Sunday and complained that the 

channel would be dangerous for children as it is approximately 3 feet deep. The second group 

were quite unpleasant to Christine, despite her pointing out that it was not her responsibility 

and that complaints should be addressed to the Parish Council. I have not received a formal 

complaint yet. 

 

However, having had a close look at the channel and bearing in mind that the public can roam 

at will on common land plus the risk of litigation should somebody have an accident, I have 

discussed the issue with John Smale. He had the channel dug with vertical sides and a foot 

deeper than dictated by the water flow in the hope that this would buy us considerable time 

before it silts up. Under the circumstances, I have asked him to get a quote to install two short 

parallel fences to guard the channel, using stock (or pig) fencing on round posts. This is 

standard agricultural fencing and should do the job without being too intrusive. We still have 

a slice of the “making a difference” grant available for which we have no other use at present, 

so hopefully it will cover this solution. Please could you let me know if you are in favour of 

this solution in principle. 

 

I will circulate the quote and the grant residue amount for your consideration when the 

former arrives. 

 

Regards 

Bob 

 

From: RShearman <pcchairman@suttonontheforestvillage.org.uk> 

Subject: Fence around drainage ditch 

Date: 18 October 2018 at 21:11:31 BST 

To: Bridget Perks <bp@bridgetperks.com>, Willie Anderson 
<wsa368@btinternet.com>, paddy Crossley <laurie.crossley@btinternet.com>, A 
England <alan.england@virgin.net>, Don Rankin <drankin@btinternet.com> 
 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thank you for your previous responses on this issue. John Smailes now has an estimate for 

the work of £477.50 .  The making a difference grant will pay 75% of any invoice, so that in 

this case the grant will furnish £358.12, leaving us £119.38 to find. Currently there is £946 

left in the grant, with the possibility of circa £75 to be used for tree planting (John doesn’t 
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have an estimate for that yet.) This leaves approx £871 unused which we will lose at the end 

of November. 

 

If we do the fencing, the unused grant will reduce to approx £513, providing the work is 

completed and invoices submitted by the end of November, and John is confident that he can 

do this if he tasks the contractor asap.  Sadly, we do not have any other work which could be 

done in time, so that we will lose the rest of the grant. 

 

The majority decision was in favour of doing this fencing, but you had not seen the estimate 

or the status of the grant previously. Please could you indicate your wishes as soon as 

possible. 

Regards 

Bob 

 


